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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
 
 
 
I am delighted to confirm the resumption of our very popular overseas tours. The visit to Riga in 
June is now fully subscribed and we hope that this will be the first of many such trips in the future. 
A big debt of gratitude is due to Club Secretary Ian Slater, who has done a great deal of work in 
setting up this tour. He has been ably assisted by Katharine Chasey Turton who will be taking on 
this role in the future. Many thanks to you both! 
 
Elsewhere in this issue you will find details of the forthcoming Tony Palmer film on the life of 
Rachmaninoff and the second of our “Four Seasons” series of concerts featuring Mastersingers 
artists. Our members have repeatedly told us that they like “live“ events and, bearing in mind the 
costs involved in arranging them, may I please urge as many of you to attend as possible. It is only 
through our having sufficient numbers that we shall be able to continue with these in the future. 
 
 
 

MARJORIE WILKINS 
 
I am very sorry to announce that, after many years of fantastic work on behalf of our members, 
Marjorie will be standing down from her role of arranging group visits to various London musical 
and cultural events. This has been a major service to our members and much appreciated by all. 
 
Marjorie’s long period of service epitomises what the Music Club is all about: a group of volunteers 
who enjoy working together with others in creating and planning shared musical experiences. We 
wish Marjorie a very long and happy retirement from Club duties and thank her again for her 
immense contributions. 
 
 
 

YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU! 
 
In December I reminded you that some of our committee members have given The Music Club of 
London many years of excellent service but that they cannot be expected to continue indefinitely. 
We are seeking new committee members and the need for them has now become much more 
acute as a result of Marjorie Wilkins’ retirement. 
 
Now we need another Club member to step forward to continue Marjorie’s good work on the 
committee. There are however, other committee members who may soon be unable or who may 
not wish to continue for much longer. 
 
I must emphasise that the Club cannot continue to run unless we can recruit new members to the 
committee. This is your Club and your help is needed to run it. 
 
Please contact Ian Slater or me to discuss areas in which you may be willing to assist. 
 
 
 

Michael Bousfield 
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THE MCL NEW YEAR'S DINNER 
RAF Club, 15th January 2020 

 
Katie Barnes 

Photography (with one exception) by Katie Barnes 
 

As a change from the usual Christmas dinner, this year we were invited to a New Year's dinner in 
the familiar, magnificent surroundings of the RAF Club. Those who braved the January weather 
were rewarded with a sumptuous meal and an absorbing talk by our guest of honour, Professor 
Janis Kelly. 
 
Rather than giving a straightforward account of her long 
and varied career as one of Britain's leading sopranos, 
Professor Kelly focused upon the people who have 
influenced her career, starting with her parents. The 
second of eight children, she has always loved to perform. 
Her father had left school at fifteen to become a window 
dresser at Hepworth's, had become hooked on opera 
after seeing a matinee of Eugene Onegin, and thereafter 
financed his visits to the opera by collecting and selling 
empty glass bottles. He spent his Sundays teaching all 
eight children to sing in harmony, recording them on reel-
to-reel tape, and engineering the tapes to sound like a 
huge choir. On one occasion the children won a singing 
competition and were offered work by an American agent, 
but both parents refused to let the children leave home. 
Her mother, who had "an exceptionally beautiful voice", 
sang Irish songs reflecting her national heritage but was 
"not a stage person". For her sixteenth birthday, her 
grandmother gave her gave her a present to make a 
recording in a shop. The family has treasured it ever 
since. Professor Kelly recently had it transferred to CD 
and was in tears as she listened to it again. 
          Photo: Michael Bousfield 
 

Another great influence on her career was Ian Bowman, her singing teacher at the Royal Northern 
College of Music, who taught her Haydn, Vivaldi and Mozart. He was a tough teacher, "which is 
not such a bad thing", and every time she sees him she tells him how much she owes to him. 
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Janis Kelly was fascinated by Dame Janet Baker, who sang in a student production of Idomeneo 
during her time as a student at the RNCM, but only got to speak to her last year at Glyndebourne, 
when she asked Dame Janet if she could study with her, to which this greatest and most humble 
of singers replied, "But I know nothing!". Professor Kelly recalled that while she was singing Alcina 
at ENO, she fell on her knees in admiration when Dame Janet visited her dressing room. 
 

 
 

On leaving the RNCM she studied with Lyndon van der Pump and with Elisabeth Grümmer, then 
living in Paris, who taught her Puccini and Strauss roles along with lessons on the importance of 
posture and strength. Although Grümmer was famous for vocally strong roles such Donna Anna 
and Elsa, her lessons did not place much emphasis upon power or push, yet "her voice really 
carried". Felicity Palmer, another influential teacher, emphasised how important it is for a singer 
not to hold their breath - "not too much out, not too much in". 
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Professor Kelly has herself been a teacher for twelve years, with pupils including Ferrier winner 
Jean Brandon and Soraya Mafi, who has sung Joanna to her Mrs Lovett in Sweeney Todd and will 
sing Sophie to her Marianne in Der Rosenkavalier next year. She has made a series of films about 
musical personalities, including Robert Sutherland, Maria Callas's accompanist on her final tour, 
and  Catherine Lambert, the teacher of speech at the Royal College of Music - "it is so important 
that the singing voice is supported". In addition she is known to millions as the singing voice of 
Inspector Morse and Endeavour and appeared in one episode. 
 

 
 

Asked "what makes a good opera libretto?" she cited The Turn of the Screw and Nixon in China, 
both of which were written by women. In her view, the words in a libretto have to be "slightly 
heightened" to enable one to "dig deeper" than is possible with everyday language. 
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In a "first" for the MCL, Janis Kelly finished with a song, a most beautiful and moving 
unaccompanied rendition of Ye Banks and Braes which held her audience spellbound and finished 
in a silence so perfect that it seemed like heresy to applaud. Maybe now we can encourage some 
future guests to sing, as well as speak, for their suppers!  
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

The Harvest of Sorrow 
Tony Palmer’s film about Sergei Rachmaninoff 

 
Michael Bousfield 

 
Doe to popular demand we are arranging another evening showing of one of Tony Palmer’s 
movies, again in the delightful atmosphere of the London Society of Antiquiaries at 7.30pm on 
Friday 15th May. 
 
We are extraordinarily fortunate to have such a distinguished and knowledgeable film director to 
talk about the background behind the making of his movies and the exalted people involved. In 
this film, for example Tony Palmer will tell us about his extensive meetings with Rachmaninoff's 
grandson, Alexander, and his discovery of Sergei's all important letters (read by Palmer’s friend Sir 
John Gielgud). A unique insight into a world long gone, but not forgotten.  
 
Russian born Sergei Rachmaninoff was not just a composer of the late  romantic period but also a 
virtuoso pianist and conductor. His early works  were influenced by Tchaikovsky, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Mussorgsky and others. He later developed a personal style notable for song-like 
melodic expressiveness and for his rich orchestral colours. 
 
Rachmaninoff took up the piano at age of four and graduated from the Moscow Conservatory at 
19 having already composed several piano and orchestral pieces. Considered one of the finest 
pianists of his time, he possessed unusually large hands with which he could easily manoeuvre 
through the most complex chordal configurations. Arthur Rubinstein wrote:“He had the secret of 
the golden, living tone which comes from the heart.” 
 
He possessed an extraordinary musical memory and could hear a piece of music (even a 
symphony) and then play it back the next day or even the following year. 
 
From Russia he relocated to Germany and toured the USA, moving there permanently after the 
Russian revolution in 1918, and where for many years his main income came from piano 
performances and from conducting, leaving him less time for composition. He died in Beverley 
Hills in 1942. 
 
A booking form for this film will be included with the MCL Newsletter which will be mailed out to 
you shortly. 
 
 

 
You can view a trailer of Tony Palmer’s excellent film at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wbYX-2tXFg 
If you haven’t tried this before, you can copy (ctrlC) the above and paste (ctrlV) it 

into a search engine such as Google and, hey presto, up it will come, as if by magic! 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wbYX-2tXFg
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7pm Friday 15th May 
Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BE 

 

TO BE INTRODUCED BY TONY PALMER 

 
 

When Valery Gergiev suggested to Tony Palmer that he make a documentary about 
Rachmaninoff, Palmer said that he would only do it if Gergiev himself conducted the music. 
Rachmanioff’s grandson Alexander gave Palmer access to priceless material in the form of his 
grandfather’s letters and home movies and accompanied him on some of the filming. Tony Palmer 
writes that this film is a tribute to Rachmaninoff “whose life and music are brought to life by those 
letters, the home movies and the incomparable Gergiev.” 
 

Refreshments available at the Royal Academy Cafe off the courtyard next door 
 

Tickets; £20 (Members), £25 (Guests) 
Cheques to Robert Mansell, 46 Tournay Road, London SW6 7UF 

(Names will be added to the door ticket list) 
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          SUMMER 
            CONCERT 
  
  

7.30pm Friday 19th June 2020 
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace, W2 3EL 

 Lancaster Gate or Paddington 
 

A CELEBRATION OF MIDSUMMER 
 

Christie Cook Mezzo soprano 
Kelvin Lim  Piano 
Malcolm Rivers Reader 

 
This concert will include a variety of songs exploring the themes of summer, including Brahms' 
dreaming and hazy Feldeinsamkeit. Well-loved as well as some less well known offerings of 
Strauss and Schubert will also be presented, plus a selection of Spanish songs. Piano pieces will 
include items by Ravel and Grieg. 
 
Spanish composer Xavier Montsalvatge's Cinco Canciones Negras will transport us to a far off 
summer with five songs are inspired by hot Cuban days of passion ending in murder, a portrait of 
a señorita who passes by under the sultry heat of the sun, a lullaby for a 'coconut headed' baby, 
and finally a picture of a drunken man dancing the Solongo.  
 
Christie Cook will be covering Waltraute at Longborough this year and is taking part in a year long 
tour with the Monteverdi Choir for their Beethoven 250 project. She will be appearing in the 
Rossini Petite Messe Solennelle which is coming up at St Martin's in the Field on 7th July. 
 
Kelvin Lim is currently working on Ring Cycle for Longborough. Following Cavalleria Rusticana 
and I Pagliacci he will be conducting Jenufa for Aylesbury Opera. 
 

Suggested minimum donation: £25 (to include light refreshments) 
Tickets are available from Mike Morgan:   mikegmorgan65@gmail.com 
9 West Court, Downley, High Wycombe, HP13 5TG     01494 514 252 

mailto:mikegmorgan65@gmail.com
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7.30pm Saturday 18th April 
Cadogan Hall: 5 Sloane Terrace 

 

HANDEL’S 

MESSIAH 
 

Streatham Choral Society and Brandenburg Sinfonia 
 

 
 
Of all of Handel’s works it is his oratorios which have commanded the greatest respect. 
 
It is perhaps not surprising that Wagner, on one of his visits to England, observed that “everyone 
holds a Handel vocal score as if it were a prayer book.”  
 
Mozart confessed himself to be humbled in the face of Handel's genius. "Handel knows better than 
any of us what will make an effect," Mozart said. "When he chooses, he strikes like a thunderbolt." 
 
For many people Messiah is the jewel in the crown of the choral year. Streatham Choral Society 
will perform Handel’s triumphant oratorio with the incomparable Brandenburg Sinfonia and 
professional soloists to create a delightful evening of baroque music in the magnificent Cadogan 
Hall. Hallelujah! 
 
 

 

Tickets: £20 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7.30pm Monday 27th April 
Barbican Hall  

 

STAR CROSSED LOVERS 
MUSIC INSPIRED BY ROMEO AND JULIET 

 
London Schools Symphony Orchestra 

 
 

 
 
 

London’s premier youth orchestra explores how Shakespeare’s timeless story Romeo and Juliet 
inspired many composers over the centuries. 
 

The young performers celebrate the romantic tragedy that defines teenage love and reveal 

how it resonates across different cultures and nationalities, with extracts from the story 

given a musical life by Tchaikovsky, Bellini, Gounod and Bernstein.  

Young actors from the Shakespeare Schools Foundation perform extracts from 

Shakespeare's original tragedy. 

 
 
 
 

Tickets: £26.00 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7.30pm Monday 4th May 
Wigmore Hall 

 

Leonidas Kavakos  Violin 
Enrico Pace         Piano 

 

    
 
 
Brahms  Violin Sonata No 2 in A 
Schumann  Violin Sonata No 2 in D minor 
Beethoven  Violin Sonata No 2 in A 
Bartók   Violin Sonata No 1 

 
 

Four major duo works covering a century and more form the programme by the Greek violinist and 
his regular Italian pianist partner, with whom he has recorded all the Beethoven sonatas to 
considerable acclaim. 
 
Leonidas Kavakos is recognised across the world as a violinist and artist of rare quality, acclaimed 
for his matchless technique, his captivating artistry and his superb musicianship as well as for the 
integrity of his playing. He works with the world’s greatest orchestras and conductors and plays as 
a recitalist in the world’s premier recital halls and festivals. 
 
Enrico Pace was born in Rimini, Italy. He studied piano with Franco Scala at the Rossini 
Conservatory, Pesaro, where he graduated in Conducting and Composition too, and later at the 
Accademia Pianistica Incontri col Maestro, Imola with Lazar Berman and Boris Petrushansky. 
Jacques De Tiège was a valued mentor. Winning the Utrecht International Franz Liszt Piano 
Competition in 1989 marked the beginning of his international career. 
 
 

Tickets £30 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7.30pm Friday 22nd May 
Royal Opera House 

 

LA BOHÈME 
 

 
 

Richard Jones perfectly captures the blend of tragedy and comedy in La bohème and provides an 
acute analysis of Puccini’s young would-be artists and their lovers, the soulful Mimì and spirited 
Musetta. Spectacular designs by Stewart Laing evoke both the poverty of the bohemians’ attic 
home and the splendour of Paris’s shopping arcades on Christmas Eve. 

Puccini’s score is one of his most beautiful, with highlights including Rodolfo and Mimì’s 
introductory arias and love duet in Act I, ebullient music for the chorus and soloists in Act II, and 
Mimì’s poignant death scene, over which the composer himself wept. La bohème is one of the 
best-loved operas worldwide, and the opera most performed at the Royal Opera House. 
 
“A work that is bold, full of artistry, colour and life, performed with brio and excellence. 
It’s what the Royal Opera is for, really.”            The Londonist 
 
“Singing and acting that truly tugs at the heartstrings”          The Times 
 
“No-one does a snowy atmosphere like the Covent Garden team.”        The Reviews Hub 

 

Tickets £46 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

11.30 am Sunday 7th June  
Wigmore Hall  

 

KOPELMAN QUARTET 
 

 
 

Borodin:   String Quartet No 2 in D 

Tchaikovsky  String Quartet No 1. in D 

Shostakovich:  2 pieces for string quartet  
 

Founded by experienced chamber musicians steeped in the standards and style of the classic 
Russian school, the Kopelman Quartet carries forward a rich inheritance of technical excellence, 
lyricism, grace and musical integrity. 

Mikhail Kopelman, Boris Kuschnir, Igor Sulyga and Mikhail Milman all graduated from the Moscow 
Conservatoire in the 1970's, this institution's golden age, when the students regularly worked with 
musicians and teachers such as David Oistrakh, Dmitri Shostakovich and Mstislav Rostropovich. 
These strong musical influences have remained with the members of the Kopelman Quartet. 

First violin Mikhail Kopelman led the Borodin Quartet for 20 years and was awarded the Royal 
Philharmonic Society Award and the Concertgebouw Silver Medal of Honour. Second violin Boris 
Kuschnir is a distinguished teacher whose pupils include Julian Rachlin and Nikolai Znaider. Igor 
Sulyga, viola, played for 20 years with Vladimir Spivakov, in the Moscow Virtuosi Chamber 
Orchestra and in his string quartet. Both Boris Kuschnir and Igor Sulyga worked with Dmitri 
Shostakovich on his late quartets. Mikhail Milmanwas for 20 years principal cellist of the Moscow 
Virtuosi and collaborated frequently with the Borodin Quartet in concerts and recordings. 

 

Tickets: £14 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

7.30pm Tuesday 16th June 
Cadogan Hall 

 

Beethoven 250th Anniversary Concert 
 

 
 

Elizabeth Sombart piano 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 
Pierre Vallet conductor 

 
Mozart: Symphony No. 33 
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3 
Mozart: Symphony No. 38, ‘Prague’ 

 

“Sombart’s playing is superb: technically precise but possessing a flexibility 
and freedom that lets the music breathe.”  

The Guardian 

 
Beethoven’s personal life was famously wild and tortured, from his wretched childhood and early 
musical education at the hands of an alcoholic and abusive father to his hopeless, unrequited 
romantic passions. Yet from personal chaos emerged what is among the greatest music ever 
composed. 
 
Written for the instrument with which he is inextricably linked, the five piano concertos chart the 
dramatic period of Beethoven’s career from young composer-performer to the early stages of his 
painful descent into profound deafness and the cruel end of his own performing career. Each is a 
sublime masterpiece, distilling the spirit and towering genius of this most prodigious composer. 
 
At 6.45pm a Pre-concert talk by John Suchet, the acclaimed broadcaster and author of 
Beethoven: The Man Revealed will be  available for concert ticket holders only. 
 

Tickets £22.40 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

10.50 for 11am Thursday 23rd April 

HOUSE OF ST BARNABAS 
1 Greek Street, Soho Square   Tottenham Court Road 

This is a rescheduled visit which appeared in the previous programme 
and which had to be cancelled as the guide was unavailable. 

 

The public-minded private members club 
 

 
 

    
 

A Grade 1 listed building, the House was built in 1746 and still has many original features, 
including a Gothic chapel. The charity was founded in 1862 to help homeless people. It now 
houses a private members’ club and restaurant, which may seem paradoxical, but it works, as 
many jobless homeless people are trained in the catering trade through its Employment Academy. 
Ann Archbold will accompany the group 
 

Tickets: £14 members, £17 guests. 
Please indicate if you would like lunch afterwards. 
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Music Club of London Programme: Spring 2020 
 

Saturday 30th May at 10am prompt 
Coach leaves from Marylebone Station 

WADDESDON MANOR 
 

 
 
Waddesdon Manor is a Grade I listed building built in the Neo-Renaissance style of a French 
château between 1874 and 1889 for Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild as a weekend residence for 
grand entertaining and as a setting for his eclectic collections. The last member of the Rothschild 
family to own Waddesdon was James de Rothschild, who bequeathed the house and its contents 
to the National Trust. It is one of the Trust's most visited properties, and won Visit England's Large 
Visitor Attraction of the Year category in 2017. 
 
As it is so popular, we have a timed entry at 1.30pm, which leaves time to have lunch in the 
restaurant or picnic in the extensive grounds. Ann Archbold will accompany the group 
 

Tickets: £55 Members, £57 Guests. 
If you are a member of the National Trust, please deduct £18. 

(Remember to bring your card on the day.) 

 
 

10.50 for 11am Thursday 4th June 

WALK: STREET OF INK 
Meet at the Royal Courts of Justice, Strand   Temple 

 
Ann Archbold will lead a walk along Fleet Street, once famous as the home of the newspaper and 
magazine publishing industry, including most of the national daily broadsheets, until they 
decamped to Wapping in the 1980s. However, the newspaper industry is still referred to as “Fleet 
Street”. 

 
Tickets: £9 members, £10 guests. 

Please indicate if you would like to have lunch after the walk. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Renaissance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ch%C3%A2teau
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baron_Ferdinand_de_Rothschild
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rothschild_family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rothschild_family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_de_Rothschild_(politician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Trust_for_Places_of_Historic_Interest_or_Natural_Beauty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visit_England
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3pm Sunday April 26th 2020 
Jubilee Hall, Aldeburgh 

 

OPERA CAMERATINA’S SPIRIT OF THE SEA WEEKEND 
 

The Diva 
AN OPERATIC PASTICHE BY RACHEL NICHOLLS 

 

 
 
Set to opera’s most famous hits, Rachel Nicholls wrote The Diva originally as a commission for 
Bergen National Opera. Rachel and her real-life husband Andrew Slater performed it at the Mimi 
Goes Glamping festival in Norway. This UK premiere, with kind permission from BNO, will take 
you on a musical journey from Mozart to Wagner... 
 
Rachel plays a shopaholic diva who enjoys converting her enormous performance fees into 
designer clothes, beauty treatments and expensive meals out. Andrew is her embittered, long-
suffering husband who tries to balance the books. He’s not the good-guy though. Andrew tries his 
luck with every lady he meets with varying degrees of failure, and he has come up with an 
ingenious plan to put an end to Rachel’s prolific spending. Who will win this battle to the death? 
The Diva or her husband? And what will become of their dog? 

 
 

OPERA CAMERATINA ALDEBURGH WEEKEND SPIRIT OF THE SEA 

PROGRAMME ALTERATIONS 
 
Preceding The Diva there will be a short recital of Gilbert and Sullivan songs performed by Adrian 
Dwyer. Please note that Peter Selwyn and Will Hancox will replace Kelvin Lim over the weekend. 
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CITY CHORUS CENTENARY CONCERT 

100 YEARS OF NOTE 
 

7.30pm 3rd April 2020 
Southwark Cathedral, London Bridge, London SE1 9DA 

 
City Chorus conducted by Paul Ayres 

Instrumentalists from the Royal College of Music 
 

Mozart Coronation Mass (K317) 
Handel Zadok the Priest (HWV 258) 
Mozart Ave Verum Corpus (K618) 
Handel My Heart is Inditing (HWV 261) 

 
Box Office: http://www.londoncitychorus.com/tickets/4591211526 

Tickets: £20 (Nave), £10 
Website: www.londoncitychorus.com 

 

 

City Chorus sings Mozart Coronation Mass and Handel Zadok the Priest 
 

City Chorus is celebrating its 100th Anniversary in 2020 with a special birthday concert on 3rd April 
2020. Please join us to hear 100 choral voices, accompanied by Instrumentalists from the Royal 
College of Music and professional soloists. We will perform Mozart’s Coronation Mass and Ave 
Verum Corpus, and Handel’s anthems My Heart is Inditing and Zadok the Priest, in the stunning 
setting of Southwark Cathedral in London. 
 
The City Chorus began life in 1920 as a choir set up by staff of the National Provincial Bank, as it 
was then known. From the first, it was a significant London musical group, attracting distinguished 
soloists and performing the core classical repertoire.  
 
After an inaugural performance in Westminster Central Hall of Coleridge Taylor's Hiawatha, the 
National Provincial Bank Musical Society went from strength to strength, and in 1922 was 
honoured to have the composer Ralph Vaughan Williams conducting his own Fantasia on 
Christmas Carols. The repertoire expanded to include works by Elgar, Brahms and Holst, and one 
of the choir's concerts was shown on television, a novelty at the time. 

http://www.londoncitychorus.com/tickets/4591211526
http://www.londoncitychorus.com/
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In 1965 the choir underwent a fundamental change when it appointed its first ever professional 
conductor, Ian Humphris. Another change occurred in 1969 when the Provincial's merger with 
Westminster Bank led to the change of the choir’s name to the National Westminster Bank Choir. 
The Nat West Bank, now part of the Royal Bank of Scotland, has subsequently provided much 
appreciated support throughout the years. 
 
Since then the choir has changed its name to City Chorus and performed a wide range of music 
from the sixteenth century to modern choral compositions and arrangements, including works by 
Clucas, Grabu, Fauré, Lotti, Rossini, Orff and Elgar. To celebrate the choir’s 90th birthday, City 
Chorus commissioned a new piece, ‘Still Roar’, from British Composer Award winner Kerry 
Andrew. On tour, the choir has visited Brussels, the Isle of Wight, the Isle of Man, and has 
appeared at the Edinburgh Fringe. Future plans include an exchange with the choir Een van Zin 
from Eindhoven. 
 
Paul Ayres was born in London, studied music at Oxford University, and now works freelance as a 
composer & arranger, choral conductor & musical director, and organist & accompanist. In 
addition to directing City Chorus, he conducts London College of Music Chorus, and several 
workplace choirs. Paul has received over one hundred commissions for new works, and he 
particularly enjoys “re-composing” classical works in various styles, and creating classical versions 
of pop and rock music. 
 

For further information contact Caroline Weiner: caroline20w@hotmail.com 

 
 

Lee Bisset in Die Walküre with the Orchestra of The Music Makers 
 

Esplanade Concert Hall, Singapore, 5th January 2020 
 

 
Lee Bisset and Bryan Register as Sieglinde and Siegmund 

 
“The radiantly expressive Scottish soprano Lee Bisset’s acting as Sieglinde is one of the best I 
have ever seen on the operatic stage. Vulnerable and feminine yet vocally sumptuous and 
infallible, she had me hanging on to her every phrase, with ‘Du bist der Lenz’ a slow blossom that 
ravished the ears”. (Derek Lim) 

mailto:caroline20w@hotmail.com
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GUIDED TOUR OF THE SALTERS’ HALL 
 

Jean Lines 
 

Photo: Ann Archbold 
 
On Thursday 6th February a party of about 20 of us from the Music Club of London were given a 
warm welcome and a very interesting tour of the Salters’ Hall. This modern building replaced the 
one bombed in the Second World War. The Company is keen to undertake charitable giving and 
to promote the teaching of science. It funds its charitable work through renting out part of Salters’ 
Hall on a long-term basis. It also engenders revenue by hiring it out for events, from membership 
fees and from donations. 
 
Although the exterior of the building is extremely modern it maintains an opulent interior with 
beautiful ash panelling, a carpet designed by Sir David Hicks and a number of artefacts which 
have survived from its previous Hall. All the upholstery is of a rich red and this echoes the colour 
of the robes worn by the Master and the Wardens. Salt played an important part in the dyeing of 
cloth in earlier times and the Salters were insistent that the robes would remain the same colour to 
give a uniform appearance wherever they were seen. In the room where the court meets, the walls 
are covered with paintings of past Masters and the very large, beautifully polished oak table where 
the Court meets and some pieces of antique furniture all add to the feeling of comfort and luxury. 
 
In the showcases along one of the landings is a beautiful collection of silver, referred to as ‘plate’ 
and there is a cascade of lights in the shape of pieces of salt in the well of the staircase linking the 
floors of the Hall. 
 

The formation of this Livery Company has its origins 
in London’s medieval salt trade with a group of 
traders and merchants looking after their own trading 
interests as well as setting standards for price and 
quality. A licence granted by King Richard ll and 
charters from Queen Elizabeth 1 and King James 1, 
made the activities of this group of salters official. 
We were able to see one of these precious charters 
in the Archives room where everything is carefully 
preserved at the correct temperature and humidity. 
 
These charters formed the Company and created 
the roles of the Court of Assistants, Masters and 
Wardens, which is how the Company is 
administered to this day. Nowadays the Salters are 
no longer traders; the Livery Company is known as a 
Dead Livery. You might wonder therefore, why the 
Company continues to exist. The main reasons are 
for charitable giving and science education. 
 

The links between the Salters’ Company and the chemical industry have long existed. The Salters’ 
Institute, the flagship charity of the Salters’ Company was established in 1918. As a leader in 
science education it works with a number of partners to find innovative styles of teaching which will 
convey the excitement and relevance of science and thus provide the chemical engineers of the 
future. 
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ORPHEUS IN HELL 
The Orpheus series, English National Opera, London Coliseum, 29-31 Oct and 18 Nov 2019 

 
Katie Barnes 

 
It was an inspired idea for ENO's autumn season to major on a series of operas on the Orpheus 
legend, allowing the audience to experience operatic treatments of the ancient story through the 
centuries (one wonders why ENO ignored Monteverdi's Orfeo, the first truly great opera, but in 
view of what happened to two of those which were performed maybe that was just as well). But 
the project was well nigh scuppered by directorial perversity and sheer wilfulness which wrecked 
two out of the four productions. 
 
Harrison Birtwistle'sThe Mask of Orpheus is a uniquely rich and complex work, deeply concerned 
with the nature of myth and the lifelong quest of the artist. With its varied soundscapes, ranging 
from the beauty of the human voice, through orchestral tuttis so forceful that one recoils from 
them, to luminous electronic interludes, it could be said to redefine what opera can be. The 
composer's intention is for the three principal characters, Orpheus, Eurydice and Aristaeus, to 
each be portrayed by three performers: Man or Woman by a singer, Myth by a puppet (surely a 
legacy of the work's original commissioning by Glyndebourne) voiced by another singer, and Hero 
by a mime. Different versions of the myth are played out in succession or simultaneously, 
interspersed with danced or mimed interludes depicting other, related myths. The scope and sheer 
audacity of the piece is astonishing. But - and it's a big but - because of its complexity it makes 
huge demands on the audience, who need all the help they can get to gain maximum benefit from 
the experience. Easy listening it ain't. David Freeman's spare production for the world premiere in 
1986 was well nigh ideal, elegant, ritualistic, hieratic, above all lucid. The difference between Man, 
Myth and Hero was clearly marked, with the oversized, puppet-like costumes of the Myth singers 
denoting how myth distorts reality. 
 
In 2019, given Daniel Kramer’s track record with the company it was only to be expected that he 
would oblige with an overblown production which submerged an already challenging opera in 
layers of obfuscation. My heart fairly sank when I read the news release, over half of which was 
concerned with the "outrageous" reputation of costume designer Daniel Lismore and the amount 
of Svarowski crystals used on the costumes. Poor Sir Harrison had to take a back seat. 
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Critical and audience opinion about the production has been mixed. 
Some, notably Jonathan Cross in Opera Magazine, have hailed it as 
a masterpiece, while others have condemned it as a mess. While I 
appreciate that for Cross and others there may have been layers of 
subtle nuances that I missed, I found that the imposition of Kramer's 
own narrative (which saw Orpheus the Man as a washed-up alcoholic 
rock star, unable to communicate with his wife, Orpheus and 
Eurydice the Myths as older, raddled versions of their younger selves, 
and the Heroes as acrobats, spinning dizzily above the stage on 
ropes) and the constant bombardment of visual references, so many 
of which needed mental decoding, were a hopeless distraction in a 
work which needs intense concentration. (Why were the Caller's 
Priests kitted out as grotesques in fuschia pink outfits with huge 
sombreros? Why were the three Women, who eventually become the 
Bacchantes who slay Orpheus, plastic-apronned nurses with huge bosoms and behinds? Why did 
Orpheus the Myth spend much of Act III imprisoned in a tree?). The programme faithfully set out 
Birtwistle's original, detailed scenario while the production all but ignored it, which must have 
confused the hell out of people who did not know the opera already. Characters wandered on and 
off with no regard to whether their presence was appropriate to the scene in progress. The 
unfortunate singers singled out for "crystal treatment" were obliged to wear glittering art 
installations which looked highly impressive but must have been difficult and tiring to sing in. Just 
about the only parts of the opera that survived unscathed were the dance interludes, which were 
performed by ghostly white figures in glass cases, isolated from the world. Only at the very end of 
this long evening did I at last catch a moment of the work's essential magic, when, during the final, 
glowing electronic interlude, Orpheus the Man was reunited with Eurydice the Woman in the 
grave, the Myths glittered as remote, hieratic figures, and the Heroes spun ecstatically above their 
heads. But that moment was a long time a-coming. 
 
I have nothing but praise for the exceptional cast, who conquered every challenge that the opera 
and production threw at them and emerged triumphant. Peter Hoare as Orpheus the Man, one of 
the most demanding operatic roles ever written, scored what must be one of the most significant 
successes of his distinguished career. His high, ringing tones were beautifully contrasted by 
Daniel Norman's darker instrument as Orpheus the Myth. Marta Fontanals-Simmons gave glorious 
seductiveness to Eurydice the Woman's music, and Clare Barnett-Jones, who had taken over and 
learned the role of Eurydice the Myth after rehearsals started, made a most notable ENO debut. 
This is a substantial and beautiful mezzo instrument which could go far.  

 

    
  Marta Fontanals-Simmons     Clare Barnett-Jones 
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James Cleverton and Simon Bailey made their mark in the slighter assignments of Aristaeus the 
Man and Myth and the three acrobats and the dancers were stunning. Claron McFadden brought 
clarity and beauty to the Oracle's frenzied super-soprano yipping and all the lesser roles were 
taken well.  
 
This is surely the only opera to require two separate orchestras and Martyn Brabbins, the second 
conductor in 1986, succeeded magnificently to the top spot, nobly seconded by James Henshaw 
as second conductor. The whole experience sounded as glorious, perplexing and overwhelming 
as it should. 
 
I left the first night in 1986 longing to see the work again, but I cannot help wondering how many 
audience members who came new to it this time will desire further exposure to it. 
 
 
 
If The Mask of Orpheus was tough going, it was a rest cure compared with the next night's 
Orpheus in the Underworld, which ranks as one of the most hideous and tasteless evenings I 
have ever spent at the opera. Emma Rice, whose first operatic production it was, evidently had no 
confidence in the work and imposed her own narrative upon it. In doing so, she fatally 
misunderstood the nature of the piece. Offenbach's take on the legend is wittily subversive and 
utterly cynical. None of the characters are likeable or admirable. Orpheus and Eurydice, two of the 
greatest and most enduring lovers in all mythology, become unpleasant, self-absorbed young 
people who no longer love each other. The Gods are a stylish but shabby and unscrupulous lot. 
We laugh at these characters but rarely with them. 
 

 
 
Rice thought otherwise. In her imposed narrative, Orpheus and Eurydice were a callow, loving 
young couple who were driven apart by his inability to cope with her depression following her 
miscarriage (cueing in an upsetting funeral scene, complete with BABY floral tribute, during the 
frolicsome overture). Seeking temporary consolation with Pluto, she allowed herself to be taken to 
Hades where she was locked up as a sex worker, forced to appear in a humiliating cabaret, and 
betrayed, first by Pluto and then by Jupiter who sold her to Bacchus. The joyous can-can music of 
the finale accompanied her complete emotional and mental breakdown. The #MeToo message 
was repeatedly hammered home with all the subtlety of Hagen summoning the Vassals. All Rice 
succeeded in doing was subverting a subversion, betraying her material, and turning one of 
operetta's strongest female characters into a passive victim. The translation by Rice and Tom 
Morris was poor stuff, evidently hard to sing, and few singers made their dialogue clear. 
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What small pleasure could be had from this dreadful night came from the 
gallant cast. Star of the show was Alex Otterburn as Pluto. He is still an 
ENO Harewood Artist but has the sass, command and stage presence of 
a veteran, sings with a baritone like buttery shortbread, and shakes a 
mean hoof.  
 
 
 
 

Hard on his heels was Mary Bevan's harrowing, vocally splendid Eurydice. Ed Lyon's Orpheus 
was genuinely touching and sounded sublime. Lucia Lucas did what she could with Rice's low-key 
presentation of Public Opinion as a London cabbie. Willard White made surprisingly little of 
Jupiter, easily upstaged by Anne-Marie Owens' ruthless Juno (why has she been absent from the 
Coliseum for so long?) and Keel Watson's gloriously over-the-top Mars. These two actually 
projected their dialogue. Idunnu Münch was a lovely, sexy Diana, Judith Howarth displayed a 
lustrous soprano and an enviable pair of pins as Venus, and Ellie Laugharne made much of Cupid, 
whose role was inexplicably doubled with the absent Mercury. Alan Oke was a memorably horrible 
John Styx. In these miserable conditions it probably wasn't conductor Sian Edwards' fault that 
Offenbach's buoyant music sounded so out of sorts. 

 

     
  Mary Bevan       Lucia Lucas      Ellie Laugharne 
 
Alexa! Remind me never to book an opera production by Emma Rice again without reading the 
reviews. 
 
 
 
Things looked up on the third night, when we at last had a production which served the opera 
rather than a producer's ego. Quite rightly, in my opinion, director/choreographer Wayne 
McGregor's view of Gluck's Orpheus and Eurydice recognised the importance of dance in the 
overall conception of the work, and although I regretted the banishment of the chorus to the 
orchestra pit, it did allow a sense of space and airiness in which the dances could flower. I 
appreciate that his flowing choreography may not be to everyone's taste, but fortunately I liked it, 
and all the dancers were excellent. I was less certain about the shadowing of Orpheus and 
Eurydice by dancer doubles, who could be distracting during the crucial confrontation between 
husband and wife, but they did allow for one final, devastating image when Orpheus returned to 
life to behold Eurydice lying dead in the arms of his double. After all, nothing had changed. 
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Alice Coote, overcoming the handicap of a ludicrously unflattering 
costume, was shatteringly powerful. She has always had the ability 
to make each member of the audience feel as though she is singing 
only to them, and Che farò, sung right at the front of the stage while 
crouched over Eurydice's body, had a directness that was like an 
accusation. In no other Gluck Orpheus since Janet Baker have I felt 
such power in the dichotomy between Gluck's formal phrases and 
the wild despair they express.  
 

 
Sarah Tynan was a spirited Eurydice, sung in enchanting silver tones, and Soraya Mafi beguiled 
as Amor. Harry Bicket conjured sounds and sweet airs from the orchestra and chorus. 
 
The fourth entry in the series, which took the stage in November, proved to be far the best and 
most imaginative production, though not necessarily the best opera. In Orphée Philip Glass sets 
the script of Jean Cocteau's legendary film word for word, here performed in an English translation 
by Emma Jenkins and director, costume and video designer Netia Jones. In this unique take on 
the myth, Orphée is a self-regarding poet, neglectful of his sweet wife Eurydice, who becomes 
obsessed with a mysterious and beautiful Princess whom he has seen bring the dead poet 
Cégeste back to life. It is gradually disclosed that she is "one of the many faces of Death", and that 
her chauffeur Heurtebise, who falls hopelessly in love with Eurydice, is a messenger who guides 
the souls of the living and dead. After Eurydice's death, Heurtebise brings Orphée to the 
underworld to redeem her, only for him to reunite with the Princess. At the end, earthly order can 
only be restored when the Princess and Heurtebise sacrifice themselves to enable Orphée and 
Eurydice to be reunited on earth, with no recollection of their adventures in the world below. In its 
brevity and indirectness Cocteau's script recalls the world of Pelléas et Mélisande. But where 
Debussy's music transfigured Maeterlinck's play, for much of the time Glass's score sticks so 
closely to Cocteau's words that it cannot expand. His music is highly effective at suggesting 
atmosphere - the noisy cafe of the opening scene, recalling Milhaud or Poulenc; the growing 
sense of eeriness and unease as Orphée witnesses Cégeste's rebirth and his departure to Hell 
through a mirror - and as ever it is exquisitely beautiful, but for too much of the time, especially in 
the first act, it becomes mere accompaniment of the words rather than enhancing them. It could be 
argued that Cocteau's words are their own music: anything else is extraneous. Things look up in 
the second half, where the instruments' terrified chattering as Orphée and Heurtebise descend to 
the underworld had me listening out for anvils (none, alas) and the music is at last allowed its head 
in the wondrous love duet for Orphée and the Princess, and again in their second duet which 
briefly becomes a lovely trio with Heurtebise before blossoming into a celestial final aria for the 
Princess. Here the music breathes, it lives, with Glass's work complementing and enhancing 
Cocteau's. 
 
To my mind it was by far the most stylish and successful production of the four. Given the opera's 
direct descent from a classic film, it was wise but bold for the production to bring that film to the 
stage, reproducing it so exactly that the sets, costumes, even the performers resembled their 
cinematic counterparts. Usually the very mention of video projections in an opera production 
sends me heading for the hills, but in an opera so closely linked to a movie masterpiece it was 
entirely appropriate for clips from the film to appear at the appropriate musical moments. More 
than scenery, they became a part of the action. In one of the most daring visual moments, a scene 
in the Princess's car was depicted with Orphée and the Princess recording their dialogue in a 
studio while the scene from the film played silently behind them.  Ghostly images tracked the 
singers across the stage and followed them between the worlds of the living and the dead. The 
visual world was overwhelmingly monochrome, except in the scenes in Eurydice's house which, 
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like her gown, were smothered in banal pink roses, and in the moment when the Princess, hitherto 
severe in slate black, blossomed forth in vivid fuschia as she surrendered to her love for Orphée. 
 
The handsome Nicholas Lester in the title role, dressed and made up as a dead ringer for the 
great Jean Marais, was vocally strong, but dramatically I felt that he was somewhat inhibited by 
being required to "do" Marais. He might have been able to find more in the role if he had not had 
to channel it through another performer. No such inhibitions for Jennifer France, who made a 
sensational ENO debut as the cold Princess who, like Turandot, thaws on discovering mortal love. 
Her singing fairly knocked the audience over. She is a major find, and we must hear her at the 
Coliseum again soon. Sarah Tynan, singing her second Eurydice of the season, brought out the 
virtues of the girl's sweet ordinariness and the inner strength which enables her to sacrifice herself 
for Orphée's sake. Anthony Gregory's exquisite tenor brought a wonderful, other-worldly aura to 
the doomed Cégeste, Clive Bayley gave due gravitas to the Commissioner and the Judge of the 
Dead, and Simon Shimbabu was vocally and visually flamboyant as Orphée's poet friend. But for 
me the performance of the night came from the increasingly distinguished Nicky Spence as 
Heurtebise. His voice is rapidly assuming Heldentenor proportions (when will we hear him as 
Siegmund?) but is also capable of great subtlety. The shades of unexpressed emotion he brought 
to this gentle, vulnerable character were quietly devastating. Heurtebise's understated admission 
of his love for Eurydice was intensely moving, and when he later found that she had already 
forgotten it, the look on his face was enough to tell us that a dead heart can still break. 
 

 
Orpheus and Eurydice 

 
Sadly, while a strongly cast revival of the Miller Mikado packed them in, the Orpheus series, 
especially the Offenbach, appears to have fared less well at the box office. This may have been 
due to lack of audience familiarity, but may also have been due to poor reviews. It is probably too 
much to hope that this may dissuade ENO in future from hiring producers intent upon applying the 
wrecking ball to their chosen works. 
 

 
Orpheus and Eurydice 
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BRITTEN IN LONDON 
 

Death in Venice, Royal Opera House, 26th November 2019 
Peter Grimes, Bergen Symphony Orchestra, Royal Festival Hall, 30th September 2019 

 
Katie Barnes 

 

 
 

David McVicar's handsome new production of Death in Venice, the latest entry in the Royal 
Opera's Britten series, emphasised the filmic nature of the work, with huge pillars gliding by to 
create different locations which appeared and vanished with the ease of a movie 'dissolve'. A 
gasp-inducing, life-sized gondola revolved on its axis as Aschenbach roamed the canals. Curtains 
swept across, both to allow for scene changes and to create an intimate space for Aschenbach to 
soliloquise. Locations and characters flitted in and out of focus like his visions or nightmares. But 
from the first one could sense the ugliness lurking beneath the surface beauty of this Venice, and 
as the lighting gradually dimmed and mists pervaded the air one felt an increasing, overpowering 
sense of doom. Only in the sunlit scenes on the beach could the atmosphere of menace 
temporarily lift. 
 
Richard Farnes' masterly reading of the score went even further than the production in drawing out 
the hideous miasmas in the Venetian canals. For all its sweeping grace, the music seethed with 
something rotten lurking in wait. The exotic percussion and shimmering gamelan glittered like a 
temptation luring Aschenbach to a stinking abyss. 
 
Over the years I have seen this opera fit comfortably into venues of all sizes, from Snape Maltings 
to the Royal Opera House. On this occasion, for the first time I felt that Aschenbach's lightly 
scored soliloquies needed a smaller venue, and from the rear of the Amphitheatre I sometimes 
had to strain to hear them. I believe that this was partly due to Mark Padmore's placing at the very 
front of the stage, where some acoustic resonance is lost, but also due to the fact that he was 
delivering these long monologues as intimate confidences to the audience rather than as fuller-
toned soliloquies which, like Hamlet's, take us within the character's thoughts. It's impossible to 
know whether this was the producer's idea or the singer's, but perhaps these passages could be  
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reconsidered when the production is revived. In all other respects Padmore was admirable and 
compelling, with Lieder-like beauty of tone, a clarity of delivery which made the surtitles an 
impertinence and a command of the role which made us fully aware of the greatness of 
Aschenbach's downfall. The final "Phaedrus" aria was heart-wrenching. 
 
When I saw this opera for the first time thirty years ago on a Glyndebourne 
tour, the show was all but stolen by the young baritone playing the English 
Clerk, whom I instantly marked out as a future star. His name was Gerald 
Finley, and on this occasion he graduated magnificently to the septet of 
baritone roles, seductive as the Traveller, repellent as the Elderly Fop and 
Barber, downright sinister as the Manager and Player, and horrific as 
Dionysus. The sight of his face dissolving into hideous triumph was enough 
to give one nightmares. My only cavil was that each character was physically 
and vocally so different that one lost something of the Kind Hearts and 
Coronets - style frission of recognising yet another manifestation of 
Aschenbach's evil genius. 
 
Randall Scotting, deputising for Tim Mead, gave Apollo a satisfyingly substantial, manly counter-
tenor presence. The smaller roles were shared between an ensemble of eighteen singers. It was a 
pity that the cast list only credited one role per singer, as in the increasingly murky light it was 
sometimes hard to pick out where singers were standing, let alone who was who. Outstanding 
among the throng were the wonderful Rebecca Evans, wheedling as the fateful Strawberry Seller 
and the Woman Player; Colin Judson's chippy Hotel Porter; Dominic Sedgwick's conscience-
stricken English Clerk; Andrew Tortise, sweet of tone as the Boy Player; and Sam Furness, 
beautifully lyrical in the Glass Seller's few phrases and elsewhere. 
 

 
 
Lynne Page's choreography was simplistic stuff compared with Frederick Ashton's for the original 
production, but it served its purpose and the dancers performed it well. They were led by two 
members of the Royal Ballet. Elizabeth McGorian, tall and gracious, gave the Lady of the Pearls 
great presence and elegance. Leo Dixon, as shatteringly handsome as the role demands, danced 
Tadzio with such grace, power and effortless charisma that one would expect him to be one of the 
Royal Ballet's top stars rather than a humble First Artist who, on his nights off from Death in 
Venice, could be found footing it through the Czardas and Mazurka in Coppélia alongside his 
fellow members of the corps de ballet. After this, promotion surely beckons. 
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Four nights later, the Royal Festival Hall was taken over by the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra's 
widely travelled semi-staging of Peter Grimes with an all star cast. No less than four choruses - 
the Bergen Philharmonic Choir, the Edvard Grieg Kor, the Choir of Collegium Musicum and the 
Royal Northern College of Music Opera Chorus - packed the choir seats, making it sound as 
though all Ipswich, as well as the Borough, joined in the general condemnation of Grimes. Under 
Edward Gardner's baton, the massed Norwegians and their guests gave us Britten's score with all 
the intensity of an Arctic-driven gale rampaging across the North Sea to hit the tiny Borough - and 
the audience - full in the chops. Even the gentler passages, such as the Dawn, the bells on 
Sunday morning, the exquisitely rendered Quartet, and the spooky patches of moonlight at the 
start of Act III, all held a hint of terror beneath. The sheer power of the chorus was extraordinary, 
especially in their invocation of the storm and the Manhunt, where the contrast between over 160 
voices shrieking "Grimes!" and the intense silence that followed, left me trembling and clinging to 
my seat. Their distant voices, heard by Grimes on the beach, were full of menace. 
 

 
 
Vera Rostin Wexselen's semi-staging, more staged than semi, used a few platforms and props to 
create more sense of place and atmosphere than many a full production and drew sharp, detailed 
performances from the experienced cast. Towering over everyone else was Stuart Skelton as 
Grimes, surely the definitive performer of the role today. I have seen him play it many times over 
the years, but on this occasion he took his interpretation to places where it has never ventured 
before. Always remarkable for being one of the few interpreters I have seen who can unite the 
visionary with the inarticulate, violent sides of the character, here we could see how Grimes' grasp 
of reality was slipping away and how much the action around him battled with the voices inside his 
head. Skelton's ever-glorious heldentenor alternated with chilling passages of eerie, unnerving 
head-voice singing which told us how far this Grimes was from the real world, and when he 
bewilderedly clutched his head we could not be sure whether he was confused by reality or by the 
voices within. In the final mad scene, the voices had won. It was astonishing. 
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I had expected that Roderick Williams' voice 
might be too slender to sing Captain Balstrode 
in such a large venue, but (perhaps aided by his 
new, Player's Sailor-type beard!) his voice 
expanded, with a bluff, honest persona ideal for 
the role. Balstrode may be responsible for some 
of the cruellest lines in the opera, but he is also 
a voice of hope, and "We have the power" had 
the stature of a Kurwenal. Erin Wall, one of the 
few cast members not to wear something 
appropriate to her character, was a warm and 
appealing Ellen. They were surrounded by a rich 
galaxy of predominantly British stars. Catherine 
Wyn-Rogers' malevolent Mrs Sedley, as 
wondrous of voice as ever, was outstanding, as 
were Robert Murray's self-righteous, dangerous 
but pathetic Bob Boles and James Gilchrist's 
sweet-voiced Rector, as mild as a Harvest 
Festival. Susan Bickley was a benevolent 
Auntie, Marcus Farnsworth a hard, cynical Ned 
Keene, Barnaby Rea a grim, rich-voiced Hobson 
and Clive Bayley, taking over at short notice, a 
blandly hypocritical Swallow. 

 
It is good to know that this team has just recorded the opera for Chandos. I'll start saving up for it! 
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GROWING OLD IS NOT FOR WIMPS 
Death in Venice:  Royal Opera House,  30th November 2019 

 
Hilary Reid Evans 

 
Watching the disintegration of a personality, seeing a man face his worst fears, can never be 
described as a pleasure. Yet the Opera House’s production of Death in Venice haunts and 
resonates, perhaps with our own fear of death, of ridicule, of indignity. The images, the tones 
linger long after the applause has died away.  
 
Benjamin Britten knew that his own death was near when he wrote Death in Venice in 1972/3 and 
it is widely considered to be a semi-autobiographical piece. Based on Thomas Mann’s novella, the 
subject is a famous writer, Gustav von Aschenbach, whose literary powers are failing and who 
suffers a physical and moral decline leading to his death. Britten’s powers did not fail him, 
however, and the score of Death in Venice is widely acclaimed as one of the most fascinating of 
the 20th Century. Subtle, evocative, nuanced – words rather fail me here. Even Britten’s harmonies 
take on an ailing, perhaps sickly, air as fears of cholera spread. (Perhaps if Mann had written 
today he would have referenced coronavirus?) 
 
David McVicar’s staging is fin-de-siècle, with the drama visually and musically charting von 
Aschenbach’s disintegration. Often seen as a director given to flamboyance and excess, McVicar 
here delivers a wonderfully measured, haunting piece. Even von Aschenbach’s homoerotic dream 
scene, in which Tadzio rises semi-naked from von Aschenbach’s bed, is a wonderful coup de 
théâtre rather than a tasteless confrontation with the audience.  
 
So, how does von Aschenbach’s decline unfold? His arrival in Venice is that of a man who is 
smartly dressed, impeccably groomed, seemingly very much in control of himself and his 
surroundings. Yet almost immediately we sense his unease and see the way in which that control 
is wrested from him. His sighting of the elderly fop (Gerald Finlay) is immaculately staged. 
Instantly we understand von Aschenbach’s distain and his fear. As the stages of his disintegration 
unfold, we see him visually transformed into his worst nightmare – the painted roué, the nemesis, 
of his arrival.  
 
Von Aschenbach’s silent infatuation with the Polish boy, Tadzio – here played by an adult dancer 
from the Royal Ballet, Leo Dixon – neatly sidesteps the issue of paedophilia, although the age 
difference between the two makes von Aschenbach’s attraction to the ‘boy’ less than palatable. 
Mark Padmore’s interpretation of the role of von Aschembach is subtle and nuanced; his diction 
crystal-clear. As with so many of his roles, Britten created von Aschenbach for his life-partner, 
Peter Pears, who at the time of the opera’s premier, was then of a similar age to Padmore (Pears 
was 62, Padmore 58) which adds a certain poignancy to Padmore’s inhabitation of the part. 
 
Special praise must also be heaped on the doughty, magnificent Gerald Finlay who plays the 
cameo roles of traveller, fop, old gondolier, obsequious hotel manager, hotel barber, vaudeville 
player and voice of Dionysus with such skill and differentiating expertise it became something of a 
game – was it really him? Could it possibly be? It was indeed and he imparted each of the roles 
with a wonderful tragi-comic intensity. One tiny word of criticism – did no one think to research the 
correct way of managing a gondola? Finlay was seen rowing backwards, rather than forwards as 
he should have been, or so I have been told. 
 
Myfanwy Piper’s libretto, based on the Thomas Mann novella, is beautifully poetic although at 
times challenging, while Vicki Mortimer’s sets are wonderfully evocative of the Venice both of the 
time and as we know it today. Lit by Paule Constable, the effect is of a continuous series of 
aesthetically pleasing paintings or tableaux which are also cinematic. Praise must go too to the 
beautiful period costumes.  
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St John's, Waterloo, 28th November 2019 
 

Katie Barnes 
 
Midsummer Opera's twice yearly shows at St John's have become increasingly ambitious while 
continuing to hit every target they set for themselves. Beginning with straightforward concert 
presentations, they have graduated to performances which can only be described as semi-staged, 
rather than fully staged, because there is no scenery. With the action distributed across three 
platforms of varying height, using minimal furniture and props and modern costumes provided by 
their wearers, Lynne McAdam's production packed a powerful dramatic and emotional wallop. 
 
The tensions between the characters were beautifully realised, especially within the closely knit 
Carmelite community, where even the lesser nuns became potent individual personalities. At key 
moments the staging extended to the aisles, most strikingly in the almost unbearable finale when 
each nun in turn removed her headscarf, added it to a growing pile, and walked away up the 
central aisle until her voice was silenced by the slash of the guillotine blade. Sitting in the front 
row, I simply could not turn around to look. 
 
Poulenc's modest requirements for casting the central five roles were a Kundry, an Amneris, a 
Desdemona, a Zerlina and a Thaïs. I think that he would have been pleased with this quintet. The 
pathologically timid aristocrat Soeur Blanche is the lynchpin of the piece, and Sophie Boyer, 
singing with the authority of a Mélisande, created an uncanny atmosphere of claustophobia within 
the large, light, airy church, drawing the audience into the torturous tunnels of Blanche's obsessive 
fear. To her credit, she was not afraid to bring out Blanche's snobbery or her unworthy scorn for 
Constance's good-heartedness and high spirits. 
 
Siân Woodling's Madame de Croissy raged against the dying of the light and was utterly terrifying 
in her death scene. Katherine Williamson struck a beautiful balance between the different facets of 
Soeur Constance's character as a light-hearted young girl who utters some of the most profound 
thoughts in the libretto and at times seems almost prophetic, and her singing had a lovely sheen. 
At first sight Marie Elizabeth Seager's fearsomely beautiful Mère Marie resembled an impassive 
Madonna hewn from rock - even her smile was calculated to strike terror into every heart - but as 
the opera progressed she thawed to reveal a severe maternal kindness towards Blanche as well 
as a frightening obsession with martyrdom which was as unstable as Blanche's own obsessions 
with fear. Her devastation on learning that she was excluded from the martyrdom which she had  
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initiated was shattering. She has a gorgeous dramatic mezzo voice of which I want to hear more. 
But for me the performance of the night came from Zoe South, whose Madame Lidoine had a 
radiant certainty which dispelled the shadows of Blanche's fear and Mère Marie's cold hysteria, 
and whose voice soared with Isolde-like glory. The moment when she joyfully made the sign of the 
Cross to the jailor who had just given her her death sentence, caught at my heart. 
 
All the large supporting cast were excellent. Outstanding were the strong-voiced Trevor Alexander 
as the Marquis de la Force, who created a three-dimensional character in a single scene - the 
stunned look on his face at Blanche's announcement that she is entering the Carmelite order will 
stay long in my memory – Jane Harding, who brought out Soeur Mathilde's bitchiness to a nicety, 
Christopher Hollis's gentle, sympathetic Aumonier, and above all Robbie Haylett's Jailor who at 
the end is unexpectedly moved by witnessing the Carmelites' solemn procession to the guilloutine. 
He sang with a Fafner-like bass. 
 
Choral interjections in this opera are few, but when they come they are mighty, and the 
Midsummer Chorus, whether ranged along the aisles or invading the platforms, struck terror into 
our hearts. David Roblou led the Midsummer Orchestra in a glorious account which made light of 
the complexities of Poulenc's scoring and made even the grave liturgical passages sound doom-
laden and uneasy. The final interlude and scene at the guilloutine were shattering. 
 
I can't wait to see what this talented company does with next summer’s shows, The Bartered Bride 
on 3 and 4 July. Book now! 

 
 

 

IN HONOUR OF NORMAN BAILEY CBE 
 

The Wagner Society are awarding the Sir Reginald Goodall award this year to one of Britain's 

most distinguished Wagnerian singers, Norman Bailey. Norman now lives in Idaho but will be in 

London to be presented with the award by Sir John Tomlinson on March 18th at a dinner hosted 

by the Wagner Society at the Royal Over-Seas League, London SW1A 1LR.Tickets at £120 

each to include a champagne reception, four course meal with wines and after dinner 

entertainment, are available here: 

 

https://wagnersociety.org/events/annual-dinner-and-goodall-award-presentation-2020/ 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

https://wagnersociety.org/events/annual-dinner-and-goodall-award-presentation-2020/
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      THE FUTURE FOR BRITISH ARTISTS 
           WHAT IS TO BE DONE? 
 
            Paul Carey Jones 
 
 

An occasional writer for Harmony, Paul Carey Jones will 
   THE   be singing the roles of Wotan and The Wanderer for 

WORKING  Longborough Festival Opera over the next three years. 
   MUSICIAN 
 
 

So complex and far-ranging for the classical music industry are the implications of our new 
relationship with the European Union that it is tempting to avoid trying to comprehend them at all. 
Since “the best way to eat an elephant is one bite at a time” (as the saying goes) however I shall 
illustrate by way of a working example just one of the problems that freelance singers now face. 
 
In a recent interview the British soprano Elizabeth Llewellyn speaks with incredible honesty about 
the early years of her career. Having come through the ranks at English National Opera she then 
found herself out of favour. We don’t know the exact details, but it’s clear that, having made her 
breakthrough and proved her quality, (I was in the audience when she went on as cover for the 
Countess in Figaro, so I can vouch for that first-hand), opportunities to develop her career at her 
home company in the roles which suited her were not forthcoming. This is far from a unique 
situation.  
 
For whatever reason, opera companies across the globe frequently seem to have blind spots 
when it comes to appreciating the talent they have on their own doorstep. In Elizabeth’s case, this 
did not mean inevitable disaster as she could cast her net further afield and so she appeared in 
leading roles in Germany and Denmark, establishing herself as a talent of international renown 
and eventually making a triumphant return to ENO is the title role of Verdi’s Luisa Miller. 
 
The next British singer to find themselves in Elizabeth’s situation will find such a Plan B trickier to 
enact. From the end of this year they will have lost the automatic right to live and work in 27 other 
countries across Europe, many of which are the heartlands of opera. Furthermore, they will be 
competing for the work still available to them here with the battalion of British singers who are 
already being obliged to return home from their lives in other EU countries, as well as the foreign 
artists who are the apple of many UK opera companies’ eyes. British singers therefore now find 
that their careers are more vulnerable than ever to the subjective opinions of the UK’s casting 
directors and there are only so many roles to go around. 
 
Surely, you may say, if foreign singers can still come and sing in the UK, why not vice versa? 
Many American, Australian, Chinese and South Korean singers seem to manage perfectly well. 
But of course the procedures for gaining visas for singers from those countries are well-
established and thoroughly road-tested. Ten months from the end of the UK’s withdrawal period, 
virtually nothing is known about what the procedures, criteria or costs will be for an EU country 
seeking to employ a UK artist, not to mention the reciprocal tax arrangements. Bear in mind also 
that the casting decisions for that period are already well underway. Any European house could be 
forgiven for steering well clear of UK artists until the dust settles and negotiations for the final state 
of post-Brexit Europe are concluded. In short, at a stroke UK artists have gone from the front of 
the queue to the very back of it. 
 
To make a visa application to appear professionally in any country in the world an artist will very 
often be required to provide proof of an existing international career. In the past, UK artists have 
had the EU open to them to establish this before striking out into territories further afield. 
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So, what do UK singers need right now? Firstly, an acceptance of where we are. The fight to 
reverse Brexit is over, and a cold look at some hard facts is needed. Proposals such as associate 
citizenship of the EU, or an EU-wide musicians’ passport, are, it seems to me, hopelessly far-
fetched, and as guilty of British exceptionalism in their own way as many of the much-derided 
claims of the Leave campaign. UK artists now find themselves in the position of having the current 
government, unpopular and untrusted as it is in many quarters, as their advocates in negotiations 
with the countries in which they wish to continue to seek work. We would do well to bear that in 
mind, to be realistic in our aims, and to present any proposal we make to this government in terms 
which, at the very least, do not contradict their stated philosophy, whether or not we agree with it. 
 
British musicians in general reacted with despair at the announcement that their EU counterparts 
will require visas to perform in the UK from next year. Their shock is understandable, but as an 
opening position in the bilateral negotiations ahead, it is hard to see what the realistic alternative 
would be. A unilateral opening of the borders (on the assumption that the EU would be willing to 
reciprocate even if it had the authority to do so) is a lovely idea, but it ignores several facets of the 
harsh reality. We need to take a deep breath and face the current music. 
 
Finally, we need UK companies and promoters to invest in, develop, and take advantage of the 
resource of native talent which is now, more than ever, on their doorstep. That does not have to 
mean a xenophobic campaign of reducing the number of foreign artists appearing in the UK. 
Rather, why shouldn’t some fresh thinking about what classical music can and should look like 
lead to an increase in the number of projects and performances? We have an abundance of talent, 
a surplus of trained singers, and with the right appetite and vision, there is no reason for it all to go 
to waste. In fact, why not seize the opportunity to create new works which examine Britain’s 
relationship with the rest of the world, both historically and looking forward, as well as exploring 
what 21st Century British voices sound like? (And by “British voices” I mean those of any singers 
who choose to make this country their home.) The results might surprise us in their quality and 
variety. 
 
We should be under no illusions as to the challenge facing freelance UK artists 
at the end of what has already been for most a financially brutal decade or 
more. Without an urgent sense of how badly young British singers in particular 
need the backing and support of their politicians and the industry at home we 
risk an existential crisis in our country’s singing, with audiences in twenty 
years’ time asking: “Where have all the British singers gone?” 
 

 
 

VIEWS FROM TWO OF OUR LEADING MUSICIANS 
 

Conductor Simon Rattle is reported in The Observer on 23rd February as saying “We have 26 
nationalities in the LSO. Just making sure that they are able to work has already been a massive 
task. No one wants it to be a disaster but we are diminished. Can we see any type of advantage 
for music in any way at all? Absolutely not. I have racked my brain every which way because I 
wish to be optimistic.  
 
Composer Thomas Adès said “It’s a disaster for music. It’s like a collective mass organ failure, 
like watching someone die. The motives for it were so wrong. All I can hope is that it will be short-
lived. I think of friends starting out -composers in their 20s. Their opportunities have been slashed 
by 90%. They have been cut off from so much of Europe and its musical culture: commissions, 
tours, grants, simply going to live abroad for a while. It might be possible, but it won’t be easy. 
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TRISTAN UND ISOLDE DVD 
 

NEWLY RELEASED DVD WITH RACHEL NICHOLLS IN THE TITLE ROLE 
 

 
 

Occasional contributor to Harmony and Mastersingers alumna Rachel Nicholls’ performance as 
Isolde is described by George Hall in the March 2020 issue of Opera magazine as impassioned 
and purposive. “Expressively solid and vocally bold, her singing is aptly scaled and her diction  
focussed. She is particularly vehement in Act 1  while managing to sound even fresher at the end 
of Act 2, evincing  as  much  quality  of  tone  in  the  opera’s  final  bars  as  she  did  earlier  on.  
A remarkable achievement.” 
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